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Introduction
This study is designed to investigate possible effects of mobile phone exposure on the person’s energy
field and secondly the effects of introducing a vibrational essence on the energy field. Effects will be
measured using with PIP energy field imaging.
PIP (Polycontrast Interference Photography) is a visual non-invasive scanning system that reveals light
interference patterns at and beyond the visible range. PIP utilises a unique fractal equation in the reanalysis of visible and non-visible light, identifying subtle distinctions and differences in light patterns
that would otherwise be unseen by the naked Human eye. The PIP technology takes the image from a
digital capture device and then applies a recoding formula to the live image.
Background to essences
The essences used in this study were created using sacred geometry. Sacred Geometry is an art of
memory which employs geometric forms as symbols, for the memory and organization of a theosophy,
which means a philosophy of divine wisdom.
The specific essences created here were prepared with the intention of reducing/harmonizing the
potential negative effects from the radiations of mobile phones. Two types were created, a generic
essence for use for any person (the ‘standardised’ essence – Type A), and an essence prepared
specifically for the individual in this study – Type B.
Study Design
All essences were prepared prior to the study. All scans were taken in CHEFR’s light controlled
scanning environment, Exeter, UK. The PIP environment consists of white backdrop against which the
participant stands. The scanning relies on interaction of the participant with light provided by a single
4’ full spectrum tube (Manufacturer) which is suspended above the participant, at 45º. This ensures
controlled lighting throughout the scanning process. For each scan, the participant is aligned centrally
beneath the light with the image capturing device (Video Camera) positioned directly in front of the
participant. All essences were administered by placing 2 drops under the participants tongue.
Results and Discussion
Figure 1 shows the participant before administration of any essence. The PIP energy field scan reveals
an overall balanced energy field, indicated by good symmetry throughout the colours on the body. The
two focal points (areas of lower/disturbed energy) in this individual are the throat and solar plexus
regions.
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Figure 1 PIP image of participant before essence administration

Figure 2 PIP scan of participant with hand in position before essence administration

Figure 2 demonstrates the effect of postural changes on the image seen, this so these can be taken into
account when considering the effects of introduction of the mobile phone on the participant energy
field. In this regard note the relatively minor changes that have taken place around the participant’s
head. Compare this to figure 3 where the mobile phone has been introduced.
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Figure 3 PIP scan of participant holding mobile phone, switched on but not connected

Figure 3 indicates introducing the mobile phone has had a significant effect on the energy field of the
participant. The colours around the participants head appear to have changed with a large increase in
pale green colour. The phone was then called and connected to another; the effects of this are shown in
Figure 4 below. Once again there appears to be a significant shift in colour around the participants head
compared to the colours shown in Figures 2 and 3. In this instance the change is an increase in the
white colour in the centre of the green.
Figure 4 PIP scan of participant holding mobile phone, switched on, and connected
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Introduction of essences
Figure 5 demonstrates the effects of the standardised mobile phone essence (Type A) on participants
energy field. It may be compared to figure 1 (before essence adminstration and phone exposure)
Figure 5 PIP scan of participant after adminstration of mobile phone essence (Type A)

The changes appear to be slight with perhaps a small change in red colouration around the throat, one
of the participant’s focal points. Now the phone is reintroduced (on but not connected) note that the
colours change very little, the phone appears not have had an effect on the participant’s energy field
(Figure 6). This is significantly different to when the phone was initially introduced with no essence
present (compare figures 2, 3 and 4). This perhaps indicates that the essence has in some way
minimised or negated the effects the mobile phone was having on the participant’s energy field.
Figure 6 PIP participant holding mobile phone (switched on, not connected) after administration of
essence (Type A)
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Figure 7 PIP participant in normal position after administration of essence (Type B)

Figure 8 PIP participant holding hand in position after administration of essence (Type B)

Figure 7 shows a normal shot after administration of Type B essence and may be compared to figures 1
and 5. Figure 8 shows the participant holding his hand in position. As with the Type A test shown
above, there appears to be little change in the participant’s energy field when the phone is present, see
Figure 9 below.
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Figure 9 PIP participant holding mobile phone (switched on) after administration of essence (Type B)

Conclusions
In this study PIP has been used to investigate changes which may occur in person’s energy field in the
presence of a mobile phone and what effects using vibrational essences may have. The results seem to
indicate that the presence of the mobile phone does have an effect on the energy field of the participant
in this study. Secondly, administration of essences appears to have an effect, in a way which seems to
neutralise or harmonise the effect of the mobile phone on the energy field. Few studies have been
conducted in this area and further trials should be carried out to investigate the repeatability of the
results.

Please note that PIP energy field imaging is a research tool only. The research presented here is an honest reproduction of
the original scans. The conclusions drawn are those of the PIP operator, Dan Ulanowsky of CHEFR in association with
Marlene Butler previously Butler Essences, now known as Remediesmatter. The research is put forward to stimulate further
study in this fascinating area of investigation.
For further details of research studies and training offered by The Centre for Human Energy Field Research, CHEFR please
contact:
http://www.biofieldsciences.com Dr. Thornton Streeter U.K. and India
The essences used in this study were prepared by Ms Marlene Butler.
For more information please contact:
Marlene Butler, Founder, Remedies Matter
412 Field of Dreams, The Park, Findhorn, Forres, Scotland IV36 3TA
Email: Myremedies4@aol.com
Mobile: +44 (0)75 995 00905 Telephone: +44 (0) 1309 690011
Web Site: www.remediesmatter.com
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